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General
Organization
The AAP National Digital Rally Championship is organised by the Automobile Association of the
Philippines (AAP) together with Dominado E-Motorsports Rally in accordance to the AAP
Sporting Code and the FIA International Sporting Code.
Registration may be done through: https://forms.gle/UnM7xxr46kJLfkzy9
Series Title
2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP
Organisers
Automobile Association of the Philippines
683 Aurora Boulevard, Quezon City, 1112
Contact Person : Jahan Kalam
Contact Number: (+63998) 584-8104
Email: aapmotorsports@yahoo.com
Race O cials:
Series Director: Ivan Isada
Clerk of the Course: Keanu Dominado
Race Steward: Jahan Kalam
Chief Timer: Henry Buenconsejo
Race Calendar:
Round 1 : April 9, Saturday 6:00 PM Live Rally Online
Qualifying: April 5, Tuesday, 5:00 PM to April 9, Saturday 12:00 NN.
Round 2 : April 30, Saturday 6:00 PM Live Rally Online
Qualifying: April 26, Tuesday, 5:00 PM to April 30, Saturday, 12:00 NN.
Round 3 : May 14, Saturday 6:00 PM Live Rally Online
Qualifying: May 10, Tuesday, 5:00 PM to May 14, Saturday, 12:00 NN.
Vehicles:
The use of vehicles will be announced on 17:00HRS of the Qualifying date in Racenet Club.
The series will use a variety of rally cars through out the series.
Location:
The rally will be at least have 1 long stage within the Dirt Rally 2.0 Location and a maximum of
2 long stages. Each rally will have a total of 5 stages. Location will be announced on the week
of qualifying.
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Propriety:
The 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP
is the property of the Automobile Association of the Philippines.
Chapter 1 1. General Sporting Regulations
1.1.1 The Organizer reserves the right to carry out necessary changes to these regulations and
event details or exclude participants due to but not limited to “force majeure”, safety reasons,
track and venue restrictions by means of an o cial bulletin.
1.1.2 They also reserve the right to cancel, postpone or change event venue or race schedule if
necessary due to unforeseen circumstances and are not liable for any damages or losses
incurred as a result.
1.1.3 By competing within the 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP
you agree to fair play and use of the platform to showcase your driving ability.
1.1.4 Any manipulation or alteration of fair driving and the timed result will result in immediate
exclusion.
1.1.5 Recording of drivers while qualifying and/or live lobby may be requested anytime by the
organiser.
1.1.6 By competing in the 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP, the driver
allows their identity to be used in any media publicity relating to the 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally
2.0 Championship by AAP and other AAP related events.
1.2 Eligible Drivers
1.2.1 All drivers who have a PC or PS4 with the Dirt Rally 2.0 with internet connection is eligible
to join.
1.2.2 Each driver may use a controller or wheel to drive
1.2.3 An additional device for Zoom in-video during the live events.
1.2.3a Organisers will not be held liable for any overriding or complication with the
device used for Zoom and their gaming PC
1.2.3b Zoom camera will be shown at a horizontal, must show the driver’s face while
competing, and use of wheel or controller.
1.2.3c The background of the Zoom live camera should be as clean as possible without
any controversial belongings, images, people, actions, etc.
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1.3.4d Driver must wear at least a team shirt with sleeves, and without any o ensive
images or text that the organizers and o cials nd controversial. It is acceptable for
them to wear driving gloves, racing suit, or an open face helmet.
1.2.4 The driver may need the DLC pack that contains all available online locations and
vehicles.
1.2.5 Only drivers who have lled up the o cial 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship
by AAP Google registration forms are allowed to join the live events.
1.2.6 Eligible drivers for the series will be ASN digital competition license holders, or AAP
competition license holders, or nominated drivers by their respective ASNs. The drivers are
also eligible for points in the 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP
1.2.7 Eligible international drivers for the series will be drivers from FIA Region 2 (Asia-Paci c),
with a written letter of approval, or an existing competition license for digital motorsport or
other discipline/s, from their country’s ASN.
1.2.8 The Organizer may, at its sole discretion, include, exclude, and/or substitute an
international participant from this event.
1.3. Protests and Appeals.
1.3.1 Protests may only be done by ASN licensed drivers/ entrants.
1.3.2 Protest must be typed to aapmotorsports@yahoo.com by the concerned competitor and
submitted to the AAP Motorsports Assistant within 30 minutes of the release of the Provisional
Results of the particular event in question.
1.3.3 Any protest must be accompanied by the corresponding video and evidence.
1.3.4 A protest fee of Php 40,000.00 shall be paid to the organizer along with the led protest.
Incomplete protest will not be entertained.
1.3.5 Only Driver or entrant may sign the protest and speak with the steward. A Successful
protest shall merit a refund of the protest fee.
1.3.6 Any decision by the Organizer or Race O cial shall be nal. No appeals will be
entertained.

1.4 Entrees
1.4.1 A driver / entree may be made through the o cial Google Registration form any time
during the competition.
1.4.2 Accepted entrees will be accepted by the organisers in RaceNet Club and Facebook AAP
Digital Rally Facebook Group.
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CHAPTER 2 2. FORMAT
2.1 QUALIFYING
2.1.1 The 2022 Asia Paci c Dirt Rally 2.0 Championship by AAP will use RACENET for
qualifying that opens every 4 days at 5:00PM before the Live Lobby events for each round.
Racenet link is: https://dirtrally2.dirtgame.com/clubs/club/414506
2.1.2 There are a total of 21 slots available to qualify for (14 PC and 7 Playstation 4/5). There
will be 3 batches, PC will start at 6:00 PM Manila Time, and rest will be in succession. 6:45PM
Manila Time for Playstation 4/5 batch. 7:45PM Manila Time for PC 2 batch. Drivers will be
seeded by fastest qualifying time. Nominated drivers will be seeded rst prior to the nonnominated drivers.
2.1.3 NOMINATED DRIVERS: The fastest driver in qualifying represented by each Asia-Paci c
ASN, will secure a slot for the live lobby race. This is regardless of the driver being nominated
by the ASN or being non-nominated. The nominated driver must follow all regulations to
participating in this e-sports event.
2.1.4 Slots are available in the Live Lobby Events for all drivers with respect to article 2.1.3.
Fastest drivers regardless of Asia Paci c ASN representation, can qualify to the Live Lobby
Event by setting the fastest time in RACENET Qualifying. The available slots for non-nominated
drivers will depend on how many participating ASNs there will be. The fastest non-nominated
drivers in RACENET Qualifying will ll the slots of for the Live Lobby Events.
2.1.5 Final qualifying time results will be based by the accumulated time placed by RACENET.
Except for the case of missing entrees/ drivers in Racenet. A missing long stage will be given a
30 minute addition to the total time, and a short stage will be given a 15 minute addition to the
total time
2.1.6 The 21 nal drivers / live lobby drivers from qualifying will be classi ed as the top 21 in
the o cial results. Except for circumstances as a no show, disquali cation, or any similar case.
In the case of a no show, disquali cation, etc. The overall results will re ect in the standing
behind the live lobby drivers and their results integrated within the RACENET classi cation of
all the non-live lobby drivers who participated in qualifying.
2.1.7 All drivers who did not qualify for the Live Lobby events will still be classi ed as entrees
to the particular round and to the series.
2.1.7a Except in the case of a disquali cation.
2.1.7b The RACENET qualifying times will be classi ed as their o cial total time for the
o cial results, and will be ranked by their qualifying time.
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2.1.8 In the case of missing entrees/ drivers in Racenet. A missing long stage will be given a 30
minute addition to the total time, and a short stage will be given a 15 minute addition to the
total time.

2.2 LIVE LOBBY EVENTS
2.2.1 All nominated drivers and quali ed drivers into the Live Lobby events will need to
communicate with the organizers by 3:00 PM Manila time through the WhatsApp group.

WhatsApp QR code for the Rally Season. Only quali ed drivers
will be accepted into the group.

2.2.1 Live Lobby Events will be held on the scheduled live date, rst batch of 7 drivers starting
at 6:15 PM Manila Time.
2.2.2 There are a total of 21 slots available in the Live Lobby Events for (14 PC and 7
Playstation 4/5). There will be 3 batches, PC will start at 6:00 PM Manila Time, and rest will be
in succession. 6:45PM Manila Time for Playstation 4/5 batch. 7:45PM Manila Time for PC 2
batch. Drivers will be seeded by the their fastest qualifying time. Nominated drivers will be
seeded rst prior to the non-nominated drivers.
2.2.3 The 21 nal drivers will run their own o cial times for the event during the live lobby
events, superseding the the qualifying times. The nal results of the 21 nal drivers will remain
in the top 21, except for any of the 21 nal drivers who were not able to join which places their
results in within the classi cation of the o cial results of all entrees.
2.2.4 Fastest of the Total Time for each round between the Top 21 will be placed as the winner.
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2.2.6 In case a Disconnection and DNF (Terminal Damage) within the Live Lobby Events occur,
the driver concerned will occur a 5-minute penalty added to the fastest time of the stage of
their lobby/batch for every special stage missed.
2.2.7 Rejoining in the Live Lobby Event is allowed due to terminal damage or disconnection. If
in the case a total time (event results) shows up within the game, that time will be the o cial
nal event time.
2.2.8 Changing of cars between disconnection will not incur any additional penalties.
2.2.9 Drivers will be sent invitations to enter the lobby. Drivers can be given a time limit to enter
the lobby. Drivers can incur penalties once the organisers have set a time period for them to
connect. A limit of 5 minutes to the count down. If the driver cannot connect, the game will
start without the driver. The driver may rejoin, connect to the game with the incurred penalty
based on article 2.2.6
2.2.10 For PS4 competitor, creating a lobby among the drivers is allowed if there have been
prior connection issues.
2.2.11 Batches of runs will be ordered in a PC batch, followed by a PS4 batch, and followed
with the remaining PC batch. All batches for rallies will run in succeeding order. Any change of
order will result to a penalty a ecting the o cial time or monetary.
2.2.12 It is possible that the live lobby event may start without the completed drivers in the
lobby. In case of a DNS (in the exemption of a connection or disconnection from the Lobby),
the driver (no show) will be classi ed last for the rally and will serve a 5-minute penalty on the
next rally.

2.3 Guest driver within Live Lobby Events:
2.3.1 Guest drivers are allowed within the Live Lobby Events if there are unoccupied slots. This
will be for the sole purpose for maintaining also the interest of the live coverage of the game.
2.3.2 Guest drivers may be the organisers who have prior experience in Dirt Rally 2.0 but will
not be eligible for any classi cation, celebrities, etc. who may help in the commercialization of
the game or motorsports.
2.4 RESULTS
2.4.1 The o cial total time will base the drivers ranking for each round.
2.4.2

Top 21 nal drivers / live lobby drivers will be classi ed as nishers

2.4.3 Drivers outside the live lobby event will be ranked as followed by the slowest driver of
the live lobby drivers.
2.4.4 Each round will have an equivalent point standing given manually by the event organiser.
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2.2.5 The same car used in qualifying must also be used in the Live Lobby Events if the driver/
gamer has moved on to the next phase of the rally. A 2-minute penalty will be given if a
di erent car make is used.

2.4.5 The in-game points in Racenet will not be used.
2.4.6 In case of a tie.
In accumulated times of stages in a rally: The tie is decided by the order of the fastest
time in the rst stage.
In championship points: The tie is decided by the most number of wins, followed by
rst to win, or order of a higher ranking in the rst rally joined for those with
championship points earned at the end of the season.
2.5. IN-GAME Settings
2.5.1 Forced Assists - OFF
2.5.2 Hardcore Damage - OFF
2.5.3 Forced Camera View - OFF
2.5.4 Forced Manual Gears - OFF
2.5.5 Allow Assist - ON
2.5.6 Use Unexpected Moments - ON
2.5.6 Car Selection: Decision will be from the organiser to be formally announced on the start
of qualifying day.

3. PROPER BEHAVIOR AND DECORUM
3.1. The AAP follows Sporting Codes of the FIA that are related to sportsmanship and spirit of
the game. Added to this is proper behavior online and o -line.
3.2 Participants are expected to adhere to the social responsibility of keeping a competitive
environment that is free of harassment and discrimination. Thus, participants may not use
language in relation to the event that is deemed by the AAP and organisers to be obscene, foul,
vulgar, insulting, threatening, abusive, or otherwise o ensive or objectionable. Participants may
not engage in the harassment of a private person or group of people through discriminatory
words or actions on account of race, skin color, ethnic, national or social origin, gender,
language, religion, political opinion or any other opinion, nancial status, birth or any other
status, sexual orientation or any other reason. Result to non-compliance will be exclusion.
4. PRIZES
Top 3 winners for each rally will receive a certi cates for every rally.
Top 3 point series winners will also receive overall certi cates.
Other possible prizes to be announced.
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1st = 25, 2nd = 18, 3rd = 15, 4th = 12, 5th = 10, 6th = 8, 7th = 6, 8th = 4, 9th = 2, 10th = 1

Top 3 PC and PS4 point series winners will be given a certi cate of recognition.

5. MEDIA
5.1 Media coverage and promotion will be covered by the organizers.
5.2 Other media coverages are allowed with the request to the organizer
5.3 Content to help promotion of the event may be emailed to aapmotorsports@yahoo.com
5.4 Please use #RallyAtHome #AAPDigitalRally when posting on social media channels - where
possible. You are free to publish/promote your own recorded content to any other outlet. Use
#RallyAtHome tag where possible.
5.5 Drivers are allowed to stream their runs with the consideration of all rules.
5.6 Live events can be viewed in the Automobile Association of the Philippines, AAP
Motorsports, and Domindo E-Motorsports Rally Facebook pages.
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